1. Orient body stamp on drape with patient and remove adhesive strip liners clockwise.

2. Center drape over operative site.

3. Unfold drape, first laterally, then toward feet.

4. Unfold drape toward head to form an anesthesia screen and extend armboard covers laterally. Firmly seal the edge of the fenestration to patient’s skin.

5. Insert surgical lines and tubing through the tube holders to complete draping.

Features
- Armboard Covers
- 100” x 72” x 124”
- 13” x 14” Fenestration
- CONTROL® PLUS Fabric Reinforcement
- Instrument Pad
- Tube Holders

Draping Hints
- This drape can work especially well for bilateral and other types of breast surgery. It also can work well for other chest procedures that require a large fenestration.

Stock # | Description | Items Per Case
--- | --- | ---
89227 | Chest Drape, Sterile, 1 per package | 12
79339 | Chest Drape, Non-Sterile, Bulk Pack | 17

♦ Except as noted, all non-sterile products are for custom trays and available only through your custom tray supplier.
† As with any drape or pack recommendation, it is the hospital’s decision as to the selection of the appropriate draping technique.
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